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 “Visions From the Van” is a collection of recent painting 

by Erick Jackson.  

 

Jackson’s process starts with small collages combining 

images from popular culture, which he then uses as 

blueprints for his paintings. Jackson paints on both 

wood and canvas, using gouache, acrylic paints and 

wet pigments. Each painting is labor-intensive, with a 

highly saturated color palette and detailed imagery. In 

“Visions From the Van”, Jackson has put together a 

collection of paintings from different series, all revolving 

around a central theme of the experience of memory 

between childhood and adulthood, dream and reality, 

and sight and sound.  

 

Drawing from his strong memory of cable television shows, B-movies, the aesthetic of the occult and bizarre and 

psychedelic children’s shows that shaped his childhood, Jackson uses these influences to form his paintings. “My 

paintings begin in a sort of beautifully, apocalyptic land where the smoke… clears and kids start poking their heads 

out to see what's going on”. Jackson creates scenes of a world caught between fear and wonder, showing the viewer 

the familiar and the strange simultaneously in the form of post-apocalyptic narratives. In these scenes, the artist 

includes visions of his “fever dreams” which can be described as both humorous and intimate, giving a glimpse into 

the artist’s unconscious.  

 

Jackson is also a musician, and has spent many years touring with his noise-rock band the “Apes”. He is inspired by 

music and his desire to visualize musical scores. Turning sound into a visual experience, Jackson often asks himself 

“what would this song look like?”. For the artist, touring, listening to and making music are vital elements to his 

painting practice. 

 

Erick Jackson received his Bachelor of Fine Art degree from the Rhode Island School of Design. He has had 

exhibitions across the nation and was the recipient of the Artist Fellowship Grant from the D.C. Commission on the 

Arts And Humanities. 

“Field Craft” 30" x 40" Gouache and wet pigment on canvas 


